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Orchids

Thinking of growing them
indoors? It’s not that hard.
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FRESHEN YOUR
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foundation

RICHARD SENNOTT - TNS

Colorful, flavorful radishes are easy
to grow and delicious to eat.
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Homegrown

WITH CAROL STEIN
AND DEBBIE MOOSE

Find a place
for the taste
of radishes
Root vegetables are getting more love
these days, but radishes still seem to be
left out in the cold. They’re an under-appreciated vegetable outside the salad
bar.
But with so many heirloom varieties
available now, it’s time to let radishes
climb out of the bowl
and into your garden.
Inside
Radishes come in a
Directions for r a i n b o w o f c o l o r s ,
Quick-Pickled
shapes and sizes. The
Radishes and
small Cherry Belle vaCarrots, 2C
riety has smooth, red
skin and takes about
three weeks to mature after germination.
A type called Easter Egg produces round
roots in red, pink, white and purple, like
its namesake. The Spanish Round has
pitch-black skin and snowy flesh, which
makes quite a show when you slice it.
Watermelon radishes are inside-out in a
way, with green and white skin and
bright pink flesh. Sparkler is oval with
red shoulders fading to white at the lower end. Rover is a must in Southern gardens, because it tolerates summer heat
without becoming bitter or woody.
Radishes are related to mustard and
arugula, and their dark green leaves are
similar in shape to arugula. The foliage
makes a nice contrast for blooms in container gardens of flowering annuals. The
green tops are edible, too – if they are
fresh and bright green. Toss them into
salads or stir-fries.
You can grow radishes year-round in
our region. They need full sun and loose,
slightly acidic soil. If planting in containers, match the size to the ultimate size of
the radishes you’re growing. For globeSEE RADISHES, PAGE 2C

Favorite Things

PRIZED POSSESSIONS
YOU CAN’T LIVE WITHOUT

Victorian wreath
of human hair

B
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A The combination of upright species and
low, trimmed plantings looks crisp yet welcoming in this tiny front yard.

REPLACE THAT BORING ROW OF
SHRUBS WITH PLANTINGS THAT
BEAUTIFY YOUR FRONT YARD

T

B A curving front walk and plants of various
heights are much more interesting than a
line of shrubs in front of the house.

By Marty Ross

Learn more

Universal Uclick

ired formulas for foundation plantings only make a
house look frumpy. Forget about pointy evergreens at
the corners of the house and bun-shaped shrubs in the
center under the windows, and give your front yard
landscape an upgrade.
“I just like to get away from the ‘term foundation
planting’ and make the entire front yard usable,” says
Barbara Hilty, a landscape designer in Portland, Ore., who says oldfashioned plantings with evergreens across the front of the house
and then lawn all the way to the curb don’t take full advantage of the
possibilities. Instead, when you re-imagine the space and bring the
design out into the garden, away from the facade, a house becomes a
nicer place to come home to. Reducing the size of the lawn and
adding variety to the plantings out front is also better for the environment.
Foundation plantings traditionally were designed to cover up the
stone or brick around the base of a house. A very simple, old-fashSEE FOUNDATION, PAGE 2C

Meet the Designer

MARTY ROSS

Checking out great front yard designs in your own
neighborhood – and in books and magazines – is a
good way to start thinking about a new foundation
planting. Garden designers can also provide inspiration, designs and plant selections specific to your
home and garden. Here are some sources:
m The Association of Professional Landscape
Designers is an international organization for industry
specialists. To find a designer in your area, use the
“find a designer” feature at apld.com.
m The American Society of Landscape Architects is
another organization for professional designers.
Landscape architects have a bachelor’s or master’s
degree in landscape architecture and frequently work
on large-scale projects such as campuses and parks,
but many LAs specialize in residential design. Visit
asla.org.

DECORATING SECRETS FROM THE N&O DESIGN TEAM

An eclectic mix with global ﬂair
leon’s lieutenant and has fallen into
disrepair. Dreams usually come
true for me, but this one is farLisa Stewart Design, Raleigh
919-275-2212 or LisaStewart fetched, and my husband laughs every time I mention it.
Design.com
My favorite Pinterest discovery:
My design signature is: Clean, contemporary and elegant. I enjoy Contemporary furniture made from
working with those who have un- combinations of natural wood and
usual collections that reflect their modern plastic is trending now. My
Pinterest search for
personality. My own home has a glo“Log & Lucite Furnibal chic, uncluttered, eclectic look
ture” netted many inthat is as diverse as my world travtriguing designs that
els.
prove it. You’ll be surMy favorite room: My master bedprised how these
room is my all-time favorite. The old
pieces fit any decor.
English reproduction bed with its
My secret source: I
hand-forged wrought iron and linen- Stewart
shop at architectural
fold carved wood headboard is the
salvage yards wherever I go. The
star attraction.
O n m y b e d s i d e t a b l e : My two faux fireplace mantel in my bedmatching skirted bedside tables are room was discovered in Maryland.
My must-have is: A modern mix
clutter free. The smoky, mirrored table tops reflect romantic light from that echoes a bygone era. I hold
tight to storied antiques but am
the ornate lamps.
What I learned (about design) the most comfortable when they are
hard way: I learned to take my time mixed with things that reflect a conon major purchases. Years ago, I temporary edge.
My next project at home: My mothbought furniture in a rush to fill an
empty living room in time for my er-in-law suite needs redecorating. I
parents’ Christmas arrival in Hong rarely start a project from scratch.
Kong. I was never happy with the The process is rather organic as I
selections and wasted a lot of mon- purchase things I love that fit my
budget and vision.
ey.
My best free advice: It’s OK to let
What I dream about: I dream about
purchasing and restoring the Châ- your home evolve over time to tell
teau de Lamorlaye, France, where I your unfolding life story. Curate a
met my husband. This classic collection of things you love. But
French castle was built by Napo- avoid clutter, cliche and kitsch.

Lisa Stewart

-

COURTESY OF SUE ANDRESEN

Detail of “The Hair Wreath” made
from human hair by Sue Andresen’s
grandmother.

This item was created by my greatgrandmother, for whom I was named, in
1860 when she was about 16. It is made
of human hair, and was a common Victorian art form. It was originally a wall
hanging, but my mother had it made into
a coffee table because the frame was too
heavy to hang from the molding in our
Chicago apartment when I was a child.
We always referred to it as “The Hair
Wreath,” and it has moved about the
country with me. As children, my friends
were always horrified and fascinated by
it.
SUE ANDRESEN, DURHAM

Share your favorite
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Share your favorite thing and have a chance
to win a Visa gift card. Tell us about something
around your house that you just can’t live without. Send a smartphone photo (JPEG format)
and up to 100 words about why it is your favorite thing tocmiller@newsobserver.com. If we
use your favorite, you’ll be entered in a quarterly drawing for a gift card. (Submitting an entry gives us permission to publish it.)
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SHANE CARRUTH

A bed with wrought iron and carved wood is the star
attraction in Lisa Stewart’s favorite room.

